CREATE YOUR OWN PERSONALISED

Mother’s Day
Aprons

The Essentials
1. Heat press material
2. Baking paper
3. Desktop cutter
4. Aprons
4. Weeding hook
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Create your own personalised: Mother’s Day aprons!

Cutter and weeding tips
When setting up your heat press vinyl, always make sure you have your vinyl facing the right way because it is easy to
accidentally cut the wrong side of the vinyl as vinyl that isn’t used for heat press has the colour facing up whereas it’s
the other way around when using heat press products.
1. Position vinyl into the cutter.
2. As always test the vinyl’s cutting pressure and weeding performance before cutting your design. For more
information on adjusting your cutter settings, always refer to your machine’s user manual.
3. Once testing has been done, now it’s time to cut your design.

Weeding intricate and detailed lettering designs
When weeding intricate and detailed lettering designs it’s important to always be patient and take care when weeding.
It is very easy to simply tear your graphics if you go to fast. Slow and steady does sometimes ensure for winning.
For designs that have a circular design, with intricate detailing, its best to go around the edges of the design first. For
this design the best practice to avoid tearing the lettering and design was to lift the edges around the leaves, weed all
the way around and finish off with weeding around the letters of the name.
Once you’ve weeded your design it’s time to put it on the heat press and get these aprons ready for Mother’s Day!

Heat press instructions for Chemica 421 Super Gold Metallic
145°C

10-15 Sec

Cold Peel

1. Remember to always pre-press the fabric you’re using.
2. Set graphics in the middle or wherever you’d like it to be positioned.
3. Place baking paper over graphics, always make sure that you place baking paper over the entire heat press vinyl
this will ensure you don’t damage your heat press machine.
4. We’ve used Chemica 421 Super Gold Metallic for these aprons however always make sure you check what settings
are required before you start pressing your heat press products onto fabric.
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